Responses to Information Requests

Responses to Information Requests (RIR) respond to focused Requests for Information that are submitted to the Research Directorate in the course of the refugee protection determination process. The database contains a seven-year archive of English and French RIRs. Earlier RIRs may be found on the UNHCR’s Refworld website. Please note that some RIRs have attachments which are not electronically accessible. To obtain a PDF copy of an RIR attachment, please email the Knowledge and Information Management Unit.

1. National Public Security Communication System

According to the Daily Trust, a Nigerian newspaper, in 2008, the Nigerian government awarded a contract to ZTE Corporation, a China-based telecommunications and information technology company (ZTE n.d.), for the National Public Security Communication System (NPSCS) (Daily Trust 17 May 2016). According to an editorial published in National Mirror, a Nigerian newspaper, the Nigerian government awarded, in 2010, the contract for the implementation of the NPSCS to ZTE Corporation (National Mirror 19 Feb. 2016). Sources indicate that the NPSCS is composed of the following five components:

- Global Open Trunking Architecture Sub-System (GoTA), which is a telecommunications system that supports the deployment of 1.5 million lines;
- Video Surveillance Subsystem, with 2000 solar-powered "surveillance" cameras installed in Abuja and Lagos;
- Video Conferencing Subsystem that provides the Nigeria Police Force with videoconferencing across all police offices and headquarters;
- E-policing Subsystem that "facilitates" the deployment of e-policing databases;
- Coalition Emergency Response Subsystem, an emergency communication system (City Voice 22 Feb. 2016; IT Telecom Digest n.d.a).

An article published in Fortune, a business magazine (Time Inc. n.d.), reports that, as of 2016, the NPSCS "has come to next to nothing, with the system incomplete and effectively mothballed" (Fortune 16 Feb. 2016). Sources indicate that a former director of the Nigeria Communication Satellite Limited (NigComSat), a company and agency of the Nigerian Federal Ministry of Communications Technology (Nigeria n.d.), stated to a committee of the Nigerian House of Representatives that while the contractor had fully completed the project, the Nigerian Federal Government did not operate and maintain it, nor did it provide the necessary funds for the system to function (IT Telecom Digest n.d.b; National Mirror 19 Feb. 2016).

In correspondence with the Research Directorate, a police public relations officer with the Nigeria Police Special Fraud Unit indicated that he has no knowledge of the NPSCS and that the Police Special Fraud Unit does not have access to such a communication system (Nigeria 8 Nov. 2017).

2. International Criminal Police Organization Databases

Similarly, INTERPOL lists the following agencies as "key national security partners" of its National Central Bureau (NCB) for Nigeria:

- National Drug Law Enforcement Agency;
- Economic and Financial Crimes Commission;
- Nigeria Immigration Services;
- Nigeria Customs Service;
- National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons;
- National Agency for Foods, Drugs Administration and Control (Interpol n.d.a).

INTERPOL's website explains that the I-24/7 "global police communication system" connects law enforcement officers in member countries and allows them to share "sensitive and urgent" police information around the globe (INTERPOL n.d.b.).

Ventures reports that the I-24/7 database is used for "tracking wanted persons, stolen vehicles, artifacts, missing persons and transnational criminals" (Ventures 23 Nov. 2016). The Sun, a Nigerian daily newspaper, adds that I-24/7 is also used to search and "cross-check" stolen or lost travel documents (The Sun 26 June 2016).

Ventures states that the INTERPOL's database "has been extended through MIND/FIND," which is a system that local law enforcement officers can use to access several INTERPOL's databases without querying the Nigerian NCB (Ventures 23 Nov. 2016). According to INTERPOL's website, MIND/FIND is a cluster of "technical solutions" that enable frontline law enforcement agencies, such as border police and immigration, to consult INTERPOL's database of stolen and lost travel documents and "receive an instant response" (INTERPOL n.d.c).

Media sources report that, on 31 January 2017, the Inspector General of Police of Nigeria launched the expanded I-24/7 Secure Global Communication Network System at the Police Force Headquarters in Abuja (Daily Trust 1 Feb. 2017; Sundiata Post 31 Jan. 2017). Citing the Inspector General of Police, the same source reports that once the system is fully implemented, it will give the police access to three major INTERPOL databases (Daily Trust 1 Feb. 2017; Sundiata Post 31 Jan. 2017). Nigerian newspaper Daily Trust explains that the three databases are the "nominal data" database, the stolen and lost travel document database, and the stolen motor vehicles database (Daily Trust 1 Feb. 2017). The same source reports that, according to the Inspector General of Police, the I-24/7 communication network enables national law enforcement agencies to access the network at strategic locations, such as border crossing, airports and customs and immigration posts (Daily Trust 1 Feb. 2017).

3. Availability of a Computer Police Network at International Airports

Information on the availability of a computer police network at international airports was scarce among the sources consulted by the Research Directorate within the time constraints of this Response.

Media sources report that the Nigerian Immigration Service (NIS) has access to an "Electronic Passenger Registration System" (e-pars) in Nigerian airports (Business Day 28 June 2016; The Sun 26 June 2016). The Sun quotes the NIS Controller General as stating that the NIS has achieved tremendous success in border control at our Airports through the [e-pars]. The e-pars has integrated components that simultaneously cross-checks the data of a passenger against NIS watch list as well as registers his arrival or departure [in] real time when the passenger's passport is placed on the [d]ocument [r]eader at the immigration control point. (The Sun 26 June 2016)

On the subject of computer network systems in Nigeria, the police public relations officer explained, without providing further details, that the police have a command at all airports in Nigeria and that each command monitors criminal activities and shares information with airport authorities and other law enforcement representatives (Nigeria 8 Nov. 2017). The same source added that "passengers traveling in and out of the country have their names documented by the police and other law enforcement [representatives] in the country" (Nigeria 8 Nov. 2017).
4. The Hawk Eye Crime Reporter


According to Nigerian newspaper This Day, the tool is composed of three main parts, namely the Hawk Crime Reporter for Citizens, solar-powered police command centres and mobile device terminals for patrol teams (This Day 14 Sept. 2017). The website of Web Assets explains that users send reports of crime through the application, which are then received by a dispatch centre and displayed by the system to the five officers who are the nearest to the user (Web Assets n.d.). Upon viewing the report, the dispatcher adds notes to the report and sends the nearest officer to the incident location (Web Assets n.d.). The officer responds to the incident after receiving an alert, and the system logs the report of crime, the actions taken by police officers and "creates [an] analysis" (Web Assets n.d.). The same source states that the Nigerian government monitors and manages the crime reporting system (Web Assets n.d.).

5. Crime and Criminal Tracking System

This Day reports that, on 7 June 2016, the Nigerian Senate decided to pass the Crime and Criminal Tracking System bill (This Day 8 June 2016). Without providing further details, the same source further indicates that a public hearing on the bill will be held with invited stakeholders and members of the public (This Day 8 June 2016).

The Policy and Legal Advocacy Centre (PLAC)'s bills tracking system, an "online platform for tracking the status and progression of bills through the legislative process in the National Assembly" of Nigeria (PLAC n.d.a), indicates that the Crime and Criminal Tracking System Bill was presented to the Nigerian Senate in 2015 (PLAC n.d.a). The same source indicates that the general provisions of the bill are, among others, the establishment of the Police Central Criminal Registry which will "store information and digitalize all records pertaining to… crime and criminals, criminal cases and their progress, finger prints, date of arrest, outstanding warrants and charges" (PLAC n.d.b). The same source states that, according to the bill, "[t]he Police Headquarters, State Police Commands, Area Commands and all Divisional Police Stations shall be networked and interconnected" and that the Crime and Criminal Tracking System will establish the Data Exchange, "which is a nationwide data warehouse developed to provide information sharing service to other law enforcement agencies [enabling] user[s] to search, link, analyze and share criminal information on a nationwide basis" (PLAC n.d.b).

6. Obligation of Police Officers and Extent of Communication between Police Offices

Information on the obligation of police officers to report persons who are suspected of having relocated to each other, and on the extent of the communication between police offices across the country, could not be found among the sources consulted by the Research Directorate within the time constraints of this Response.

This Response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information currently available to the Research Directorate within time constraints. This Response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to the merit of any particular claim for refugee protection. Please find below the list of sources consulted in researching this Information Request.
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